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Hi,

We would like to ask you a few things about
your pain. With your answers you help us to
better understand your pain.
If you do not understand one question, just
ask an adult. Let’s get started!

1.

DATe:

2. your NAME:				

3. your Age:		
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4. Please mark („X“) the area(s) that are painful.
5. Please also draw a circle („ ”) around the area that hurts the most. That is what we call the
main pain location

Girls

Boys

6. Do you have permanent pain (that means, the pain is always there and never gone)?
yes, my pain is always there and never gone.
no, my pain is sometimes there and sometimes gone.
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Filling out the questions with the faces - how does it work?

In the following we would like to learn a bit more about your main pain (the one you marked with a
circle („ “) in the body diagramm).

7.

How strong was your strongest main pain in the past 7 days?
Please mark the face that fits best. Only mark one face!

8. When you were experiencing the main pain, how strong was this pain mostly during the past 7
days?
Please mark the face that fits best. Only mark one face!

9. How does your pain feel?
						Yes		
a) My pain is deep inside me and is pressing (dull)		

		

b) My pain pricks like a needle (spiky/stabbing)		

		

No

c) My pain occurs all of a sudden 				
d) My pain beats like my heart (pulsating)			

		

e) My pain burns like a fire or like a stinging nettle

		

f) When I am in pain everything tightens (crampy)

		

Or does it feel different? How exactly?
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© Faces Pain Scale – Revised (From Hicks et al. 2001. reprint with friendly permission from the IASP)

The faces show how much something hurts. The first face, on the very left side, shows that it does not
hurt at all. It means you have no pain. The other faces show that it hurts more and more up to the last
face, on the very right side, which shows that it hurts very much.

10. Where do you think your pain is coming from or what the reason for your pain is?

11. What do you do when you are in pain?

12. What do your parents do when you are in pain?
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Please draw a picture of your pain or write down what you think about your pain.

Thank You!
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